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Across

1 Unexpected slip? They made it stick (6)

6 Empty grid initially left by barred puzzle setter (6)

11 Starts to pull off leaving Playboy in rest area (3-2)

12 A retired artist in Japanese comic style (5)

13 Mineral company managed to deposit missing 
phosphorus (8)

14 Very good sandwiches the aim in such a machine? (7)

16 Its bond never broken, I like being working class (8,4)

17 End in defeat (5)

19 Windows OS - runs Internet Explorer with new driver 
installed (6)

21 Joint's very good drug for him (6)

23 Mother is one when breaking even (5)

25 Common property? Man U will accept that (12)

27 Fox's defiant gesture on retreating (7)

29 Dirty bum? Author's shut outside (8)

30 Hears flapping birds (5)

31 She was taken by Paris, for women will embrace the 
French (5)

32 Fall back in again, mutually (6)

33 Walked one way then walked another (6)

Down

1 Like captives / guards opening book (7)

2 Concern of family regularly seen in divorce (9)

3 Silk producer that has large head (4)

4 Setter's about to stay there as well? (6)

5 Fellow entering first name for new settlement? (12)

6 Beauty stuff - cream son uses (12)

7 Washing lines supporting uniform covered in soil (7)

8 Girl: want to take top off? (4)

9 Footballer, unknown one - Peter Schmeichel for 
example (6)

10 Discharge through retrial? (5)

15 Not out to fire composer before getting date (9)

18 Quiet time is not usually required for such religious 
devotion (7)

20 This tyre needs to be filled with oily substance (7)

22 Bed occupied by mature child psychologist (6)

24 One who runs training in job set-up (6)

25 I'm not sure Britain wants a shadow (5)

26 Cheat abandoned by German wife (4)

28 Juliet's follower reported in secret base (4)


